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We propose a new design of complex self-evolving structures that vary over time due to environmental
interaction. In conventional 3D printing systems, materials are meant to be stable rather than active and
fabricated models are designed and printed as static objects. Here, we introduce a novel approach for
simulating and fabricating self-evolving structures that transform into a predetermined shape, changing
property and function after fabrication. The new locally coordinated bending primitives combine into a
single system, allowing for a global deformation which can stretch, fold and bend given environmental
stimulus.

A

dditive manufacturing has captured the world’s imagination since its first invention in 1984 by Charles
Hull1, (known as the inventor of stereolithography and founder of 3D systems) who envisioned the
technique as a new process for material prototyping before mass production. Printing technologies have
developed at an exceptional pace in accuracy, speed, material property and manufacturing cost. As a research
field, 3D printing tends to be interdisciplinary: innovations include conductive materials for printed circuits2,
multi-material printing3,4, and scalability of printing technology5. Adding computational capability allows for
printing structures with more complex geometry6, and even controlling the deformation behavior7. In this paper
we wish to harness the huge potential of 3D printing to generate self-transforming structures with complex
geometry. The necessity of such capabilities is unquestionable as we face a revolution in the robotic industry
moving towards small and soft tools replacing traditional robotic mechanisms. Soft robotics have become
extremely popular in the recent years, trying to mimic biology by creating soft and stiff controllable devices
especially for the medical community. The main research directions, as summarized in19, are based on electromagnetic motor-driven engines25, temperature changing materials (Shape Memory Alloy)21,22, electric fields
(Electroactive Polymer)23, pressurized fluids or gases24, chemical stimuli19, and light20. Each approach has different strain/stress bounds and response velocity. We must note that due to its importance and recent developments
it is a highly investigated topic and we have merely covered the most common approaches.
In this paper, we consider fabrication of self-evolving structures where multiple materials can react to the
environment and deform over time. To realize self-evolving functionality, it is necessary to fuse the insight from
design into an engineered framework. On the hardware side, the system requirements include complex material
programmability, multi-material printing and a variety of highly specific joint designs for folding, curling,
twisting, linear expansion/shrinkage and a number of other transformations. Adding the extra dimension of
time requires computation to play a more pivotal role in the fabrication process. Specifically, the requirements
include a sophisticated simulation of topology transformations that contain the fabrication and material constraints, coupled with material optimization for efficient structures.
We propose a ‘‘design-fabrication-simulation’’ workflow for self-evolving structures. Our main contributions
lie in three aspects:
. Design: We propose a computational approach for designing self-evolving structures that vary over time due to

environmental interaction.
. Fabrication: We provide an implementable framework by specifying readily printable self-evolving elements

that pair with computational models.
. Simulation: We realistically imitate the deformation of the materials for enhancing design capabilities.
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Figure 1 | (A) Left: rendered illustration of the linear stretching primitive. It is an assembly of rigid disks with expanding materials in the middle. By
adjusting the ratio of expanding materials to rigid disks, it is possible to control the length of stretching. Right: video frames of the fabricated primitive
stretching in water over time. (B) Left: rendered illustration of the ring stretching primitive. This is based on expansion of the ring shape into a bar. We
adjust the stretching length by controlling the radius of the ring. Right: video frames of the fabricated primitive stretching in water over time. (C) Left:
rendered illustration of the folding primitive. This design is also composed of bars and disks. The disks in the center act as stoppers. By adjusting the
distances between the stoppers it is possible to set the final folding angle. Right: video frames of the fabricated primitive folding in water over time.

Related work:
Self-evolving structures were first introduced by utilizing hydrophilic materials that expand when submerged in water to induce
geometric folding, curling, expansion and various other programmed shape changes. Researchers have demonstrated a variety
of techniques using different approaches. However, the previous
designs have focused on the transformation of simple shapes where
manual modeling and empirical testing was used in construction8,9.
A different approach based on folding of planar sheets10,11 has shown
to be successful in optimizing designs in the context of material
properties, where different activation methods, such as heat and
microwaves, were explored12,13. In this work we show how to construct and simulate complex solid structures that bend and stretch
over time. For the first time, we also demonstrate a non-trivial selfevolved structure where both stretching and bending of a 2D grid
skeleton are considered.

we refer to as sectional mapping in this paper. For isometric shapes, such as a plane
and a cylinder, both length preserving and conformal mappings have perfect and
similar solutions. When stretching occurs, we empirically found the sectional mapping produced relatively convincing results in our fabricated models despite its
simplicity.
Workflow. The curve and grid deformation designed in the previous section can be
equivalently described as length varying and position changing of joints and bars.
Accordingly, in this design stage, we propose three primitives with two different
models for stretching and another model for folding. As we will show later, these basic
primitives are sufficient to print a diversity of models. To fabricate a self-evolving
structure we embed dynamic segments into a printed structure, by printing with two
materials that react differently when exposed to water. In particular, we use a
hydrophilic polymer that absorbs water to increase in size. During design, the degree
and amount to which these primitives stretch and fold should be adjusted and
determined in relation to the desired shape. Importantly, the length, angular value,
and class of the primitives are all controllable parameters whose proper selection
allows, for example, an initial 3D printed shape to deform into a desired shape, on its
own.
Design. We present three different primitives, as shown in Figure 1:

Methods
Alignment of curves and surfaces. A first step was to align the initial and final status
of the models. From this alignment we derived the angles and lengths required to
fabricate self-evolving structures. Curves have a trivial (natural) parameterization,
hence mapping between curves can be reduced to length normalization. For surfaces a
more sophisticated alignment is required. Mapping between deformable shapes has
been well characterized in literature. Gauss’s Theorema Egregium (Latin for
‘‘remarkable Theorem’’) states that the Gaussian curvature is an intrinsic invariant
property, which is not influenced by the ambient space. It immediately follows that
isometric shapes have similar Gaussian curvature. There are existing methods of
alignment based on length preserving by minimizing the Gromov Hausdorff
distance14, considering mapping in different ambient spaces15, and using conformal
(angle preserving) mappings16. The latter is popular in texture mapping, given that a
solution always exists that allows mapping of images onto complex surfaces. The
drawback is the inevitable stretching, which is quantified by the conformal factor of
the mapping.
In this work, we wish to deform a grid G from its planar structure into a surface
with effective curvature. As no precise solution exists, we experimented with three
different approaches: 1) A length preservation approach14, 2) a conformal mapping
approach17, and 3) a simpler approach where bars remain within a single plane, which
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Linear stretching primitive: This primitive is able to change its length over time
in the presence of water. It can be fabricated by integrating an expanding
material into repeated circular disks. We used a cross/circle with a thickness
of 0.813 mm and an expanded thickness of 1.245 mm. By adjusting the ratio of
the expanding material to the rigid portions we can precisely control the percentage of linear expansion of the joint.
Ring stretching primitive: An alternative fabrication of stretching primitives
is implemented as a ring-like shape. We printed each ring with two layers;
the inner ring and the outer ring are made of the two different materials.
Once activated by water, the inner ring expands and forces the ring to
deform into a bar shape longer than its original formation. By adjusting
the radius of the ring we can precisely control the linear expansion after
submerged in water.
Folding primitive: Similar to the stretching primitives, we utilized the
hydrophilic expanding material to enable folding. A strip of expanding
material is printed over a corresponding strip of rigid material, which
causes the primitive to fold. Switching the material order, i.e., printing
the rigid material on top of the expanding material causes the joint to fold
in the other direction. To specify the final angle, rigid disks are placed in
between the bars that physically hit one another to stop the folding. The
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Figure 2 | (A) Stratasys Connex 500 Multi-Material 3D Printer. (B) Folding primitive in R3 requires two degrees of freedom. One angle is achieved by
changing the spaces between the inner disks, which provides a physical stop once the end angle is reached. The second angle is maintained by changing the
angles in between two neighboring bars. One can consider it as a rotational shift that changes the plane in which the bars fold. (C) A complete example
embedding dynamic primitives of stretching and folding on a grid. This grid can accommodate a self-evolving deformation into a complex structure with
both convex and concave parts. (D) Calibration of the folding joints is performed by repeated experiments on a planar hexagon. See Table 1 and
Table 2 for angular and temporal measurements. (E) True fabrication measurements of bending elements.
spacing and diameters of these disks can be adjusted to specify a desired
folding angle. We control the folding direction in space (R3 ) of this primitive by rotating the expanding and rigid strips with relation to the bars.
This approach provides an additional degree of freedom in folding angles,
as the plane in which the bars fold can also be controlled, as shown in
Figure 2B.
Calibration between the materials and desired angles/lengths were performed
empirically on physically printed models. The two stretching primitives are relatively
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simple to calibrate. As stated above, the linear stretching primitive expands by
0.432 mm (from 0.813 mm to 1.245 mm) per disk when submerged in water,
hence, the number of required disks is trivially evaluated. The ring stretching
primitive simply follows basic geometry rules, where half of its circumference
becomes the deformed length. In Figure 2D we present a calibration process for
the folding primitive, by using a hexagon on the plane as an example. By repeating
the experiments multiple times, we create a lookup table containing the angular
and temporal information for this example, as shown in Table 1 and Table 2. The
calibrated data serves as a guide for fabricating other structures composed of the
same primitives.

3
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Table 1 | Experimental calibration of the folding joints. Each row
represents (from left to right): the distance between disks, expected
angles between bars and the measured angles between bars after
water immersion. The experiments were done on the hexagon in 2D
for mapping distances between disks to angles between bars
Distance (inch)

Expected angle (deg)

Real angle (deg)

101
109
113
117
120
127
128

095
103
105
109
115
119
120

0.082
0.073
0.069
0.065
0.062
0.054
0.053

Fabrication. The physics of 4D printing often requires multiple materials to be
embedded into a single 3D structure. For example, the materials needed for
fabrication of primitives (especially the joint component) may be different from the
material used in the main structure. We use the Stratasys Connex 500 multi-material
3D printer with a spatial resolution of 300DPI, which is approximately 85 micrometer
in the XY axes, and about 30 micrometer in the Z axis (depth) (Figure 2A). The
printing time of our method varies from one hour to eight hours depending on shape
and complexity.
The Connex printer deposits a UV curable polymer using inkjet heads and cures
layer by layer using UV light to create the complete 3D structure. This printer is able
to print materials with different properties (such as color, hardness, and transparency) simultaneously. It enables us to arrange the stretching and folding primitives in
different orientations, which allows stretching and folding to happen at the desired
position in the 3D vector space. Moreover, it can be used to generate Digital Materials
(DMs) that represent distinct combinations of both components in different proportions and spatial arrangements. A DM inherits its properties from the parent
materials and its structure can be digitally adjusted to have any set of properties in the
available range. Since the mixing occurs on the tray, the spatial arrangement of the
components plays a significant role in the generated DM characteristics and it provides additional flexibility in the DM engineering process. The generated parts are
printed with a rigid plastic base and a material that expands upon exposure to water.
The expanding material is a very hydrophilic UV curable polymer with low cross-link
density that when exposed to water it absorbs and creates a hydrogel with up to 200%
of the original volume. It is composed of hydrophilic acrylated monomers that create
linear chains upon polymerization with a small amount of difunctional acrylate
molecules. Such crosslink alter the properties of the polymer from water soluble to
water swellable. The materials in usage are patent protected by US patent application
number US14/189,819 and PCT patent application PCT/US14/018373. The components properties appear in Table 3. The rigid (black) materials have a 2 GPa elastic
modulus and the poison ratio of 0.4. The expanding material (red) has an elastic
modulus of 40 MPa in the dry state and 5 MPa in the fully swelled state. Its poison
ratio is approximately 0.5.
Simulations. We have formulated our simulation using a spring-mass model with
nonlinear constraints, to fully encompass the stretching and folding behaviors
observed in our design and fabrication and to avoid shearing or twisting forces. For
robustness, we utilize an industry standard approach to model solid deformations.
Our simulator is based on the Nucleus system18 from Autodesk embedded in a design
platform called Project Cyborg, with additional functionality to better simulate the
temporal behavior of our materials. In what follows, we elaborate on the constraints of
length, shear and twist, and provide the geometric construction of the models. In
Appendix A we provide a short description of the forces and damping in a springmass model, and in Appendix B we elaborate on the simulator. We should emphasize

Table 2 | Activation timing of a folding joint extracted from the
hexagon in Figure 2D
Timing (min)
0.6951
1.3896
2.0840
2.7785
3.4729
4.1674
4.8618
5.5563
6.2507
6.9451

Angle (deg)
3.9
10.1
13.6
16.9
21.7
23.1
27.6
29.8
33.6
35.6

deg
Þ
Velocity ð
min
0
0.1550
0.0893
0.0844
0.1192
0.0337
0.1148
0.0556
0.0950
0.0498

deg
Acceleration ð
Þ
min2
0.02232
20.0946
20.0070
20.0070
0.0501
20.1232
0.1169
20.853
0.0567
20.0650
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Table 3 | Material components of the expanding printable material. It is composed of hydrophilic acrylated monomers that create
linear chains upon polymerization with a small amount of difunctional acrylate molecules
Component

Amount (%w)

Vinyl Caprolactam
Polyethylene
Epoxy diacrylate oligomer
Iragcure 819
Wetting agent

50
30
18
1.9
0.1

that we do not simulate the movement in the molecular level but learned the
kinematics movement of the entire model.
Simulation primitives. Rigid motion of bars: Parts of the model should be kept as close
to rigid as possible during the simulation, namely bars, as illustrated Figure 3A. We
force the bars to be rigid by adding constraints on the length in between the bar’s
sampled points. As shear and twist forces occur in practice, we force additional nonlinear constraints on angles measured between edges and angles measured between
the normal vector to the bar’s surfaces.
Stretching primitives (linear and ring): Two different stretching primitives are
fabricated, both are similar and can be implemented as a spring-mass. We put two
disks between the bars as shown in Figure 3. The forces between the disks, reflecting
the folding of joints, are modeled using springs called links. Links push or pull the
connected particles spreading the force inward and outward to stretch a joint. The
spring’s stiffness coefficient remains constant, and the rest length is evaluated from
the desired length measurement according to the predetermined shape. We uniformly sampled the length change of the primitive and as the simulation progresses
we update the desired rest length. This approach provided a smooth deformation
while compensating for a jiggling effect of a spring system even for small stiffness
coefficients.
Folding primitives: A folding of a joint is simulated in a similar manner as the
stretching primitives. The structure of disks and links are exactly the same, however,
the asymmetric geometry is unique. A folding joint has different resting lengths in
each location, while a stretching bar has the same rest length in all directions. The
number of links is a discrete factor, since the bars are round cylinders. The stiffness
coefficient selected for all of the links is constant and the direction of the folding is
controlled by the rest length of each spring. Note that the folding in both R2 and R3
can be simulated in the same manner, i.e., controlling the folding by the final rest
length. As before, the length constraint is uniformly sampled and updated as the
simulation progressed.
Evaluating angles and distances. From initial and final alignment we evaluated the
desired rest lengths of all springs in the system for each time step. In what follows, we
elaborate on folding elements and folding with additional stretching.
Folding: Each joint is modeled using two disks, as illustrated in Figure 2C, and the
length between two disks is calculated according to its distance from the center of
rotation. We further assume that the center link (marked as purple in the Figure 2C)
remains constant. We denote by D the disk’s diameter, and by d the disk’s thickness.
Nd
.
Given N disks the radius of the folding angle a can be approximated as a<
r
Further denoting r as the folding radius, we can evaluate the total length l, which is the
length of the center joint (purple curve), as

 

1
Nd 1
1
l<a rz d <a
z d ~Ndz da
ð1Þ
2
a
2
2
We divided the joint by uniformly inserting the disks, hence, for these N 1 1 links
each of the segment will have a length of l/(N 1 1). Finally, the length of all other links
(marked as red lines in Figure 2C), are evaluated using triangular similarity.
Folding with additional stretching: Once stretching is added to the system we
provide additional elasticity to the tips of the bars while preserving the length of the
centered section (marked as purple in the Figure 2E). As before we evaluate the angle
between connected bars, however, we now consider two angles on both sides of the
bar, denoted as a and b. We further denote the length of a bar i in between joints Pi
and Pi11 as Li,and the length of the joints which is the sum of their center links as
lPi and lPiz1 , respectively. The latter were calculated as was described above. Now, the
center section of a bar is approximated as
lPi lPiz1
{
ð2Þ
2
2
From the dual radius folding angles a, b and centered bar length Li we approximate
the remaining rest length of the bar’s springs. As can be seen in Figure 2E, we first
consider one folding radius as the mean of a double sided folding by
 
 a
Li
b
r~ ½tan

ð3Þ
z tan
4
2
2
Li ~kPi {Piz1 k2 {
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and it immediately follows that for an arbitrary spring a of radius d its rest length
d
becomes La ~ Li .
r

Results
In this section, we show that a broad diversity of shapes with complex
geometries can be fabricated and simulated in a self-evolving
manner.
1D folding. Our first fabricated model presents a time evolving curve
in the plane. We initiate the system with an arbitrary set of connected
letters ‘‘MIT’’, and converge to into another pre-defined formation
similar to ‘‘SAL’’. We aligned the curves and followed the joint-bar
duality. We provide the time line (key frames) of this process in
Figure 4C.
2D folding. We fabricated a sinusoidal wave (Figure 2A) and a
hyperbolic surface (Figure 2B) to show the deformation of a 2D
grid. In these examples, only rigid folding joints are used, while
stretching primitives are not embedded. The sinusoidal wave is
isometric to the grid and the Gaussian curvature remains zero,
thus, folding alone provides strong results. For a hyperbolic

surface, since stretching occurs, we only obtain the approximated
final deformation, yet the result is reasonably accurate.
2D folding and stretching. The final fabricated model demonstrates
both stretching and folding behaviors in a single structure. We
fabricated a double curvature (convex and concave) surface with
ring stretching primitives. The self- evolving deformation is shown
in Figure 5.
A common phenomenon seen in all of the experiments relates to
the self-transformation due to the properties of the material and
design geometric mechanisms. We tested the repeatability of the
transformation due to wetting and the reversibility due to drying.
We repeatedly cycled wetting/folding and drying/unfolding for 20
consecutive cycles. We witnessed mechanical degradation on the 5th
and 19th cycles. Similarly, we recorded the precise expansion of the
material, drying of the material as well as prolonged wetting to watch
for visual degradation. We have not witnessed any degradation of the
expanding material while submerged underwater for 2 full weeks.
However, we have witnessed degradation of the expanding material
once a component is removed from the water and the material is dry.
These results suggest that there is mechanical degradation due to

Figure 3 | (A) Renderings of an initial joint and its folding (upper row), with their corresponding spring-mass systems shown in the lower row. The
lateral black springs represent the rigid bars and disks. The red springs represented the links that cause the joint to fold. (B) Variables in this schematic are
used for calculation of stiffness coefficients. (C) Illustration of computing the joint length. Each joint is modeled using two disks, and the length of each
inner limb is calculated according to its distance from the center of rotation. The center link (marked as purple) remains constant in time. (D) Illustrations
of the folding angle and axis. (E) Illustration of computing the bar length for a folding and stretching element. We evaluate the angles between connected
bars a, b and the bending radius r. The length of the centered section (marked as purple) remains constant in time, while the length of the remaining
elements (e.g. a) are approximated accordingly.
SCIENTIFIC REPORTS | 4 : 7422 | DOI: 10.1038/srep07422
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Figure 4 | (A) Deformation of a grid into a sinusoidal wave. From left to right and top to bottom, we observe the grid as it folds into the desired shape.
Only angular primitives were used. (B) Deformation of a grid into a hyperbolic surface. On the top we visualize the fabricated model and on the
bottom the simulated version. The final deformation provides a reasonable approximation despite using only folding bars in the simulation.
(C) Fabricating a time-varying curve. From left to right and top to bottom, the curve deforms over time to a different shape.

repeated folding/unfolding and degradation of the expanding material due to wetting/drying cycles.

Discussion and limitation
In this new mechanical design we introduce hydrophilic materials for
actively controlled temporal deformations. Since surfaces stretch
during the process we constructed a locally coordinated bending
geometry for achieving a global stretching property. Several limitations must be taken into consideration:
1.

2.

The linear expansion is fragile and limited to 30% of the linear
stretching primitive, which can be improved by exploring new
materials. Although the ring stretching primitive does not suffer from this limitation, the spatial sampling of the grid restricts
it.
Reversibility of the transformation may be currently limited if
the desired application requires many cycles of folding/unfolding or wetting/drying. Further testing is required to fully understand the complete lifespan of the materials and the
degradation. However, our initial tests suggest that there is
mechanical degradation due to many cycles of repeated folding/unfolding and degradation of the expanding material due
to repeated wetting/drying cycles. However, with a small num-
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3.
4.

ber of cycles the parts are able to fully recover their original
shape upon drying and once dipped in water again, they transform once more.
We have only explored behavior of the structure due to water
immersion, while other activating mechanisms such as heat
and light can be used and are currently in development.
The simulation based on a spring-mass system provides strong
results, however, the physical system is not constructed of
springs and masses, which means that a solid simulation might
provide more realistic results. In the future, we plan to evaluate
the physical properties of the expanding materials and simulate
their behavior on the molecular level.

Conclusions
This paper addresses the challenge of self-evolving complex structures. Traditional mechanical means of stretching, folding and
bending are now replaced by expanding printed materials. We
showed that a solid surface can be programmed to sense the environment and actively self-deform. The new primitives are rich
enough to construct multi-purpose structures that can change their
geometry. We are facing an era where design of soft deformable
structures will alter industry and consequently our lives. Adaptive
6
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Figure 5 | Deformation of a grid into a double curvature surface (convex and concave). The time line follows the orders of left to right and top to bottom.
The printed schematics (initial grid) can be seen in Figure 2C.

manufacturing became accessible to all, and, in our humble opinion, self deforming structures will be one of its most important
descendant. In this paper we provide a first glance in designing,
simulating and manufacturing printed time evolving structures
required in many future applications.
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